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Agata Harabasz and Elizabeth Allen Represent 50 Years of Excellence
As for extracurricular
activities, she has quite an
impressive repertoire. She
was a member of Mock Trial
for 3 years, Math Team for 2
years, and Ski Team for all
4 years. She was a writer
for the yearbook and school
newspaper. Currently, she is
president of the Empty Bowls
Club and the Art Club. As
for music, she has played
jazz and classical piano at the
Hartt School (University of
Hartford) for about 12 years
now. She used to be a part of
the Connecticut Children’s
Chorus, but stopped after 10
years in her sophomore year.
This year she joined Freshman
Contacts as an executive
board member and the staff of
the Writer where she was the
Art Director. Academically,
she is in the National Honor
Society and French National
Honor Society and has
volunteered at Habitat for
Humanity since Sophomore
year.

Agata plans to attend the
just using the equations until
UConn Honors Program
something started to come out
with a full scholarship next
right and after that moment I
year, but, she will try to get
started understanding when
off the wait list into Harvard
to use which equations. Dr.
University. She will be
Luddy was a fabulous teacher
majoring in
and I marvel
Biology with
at the fact that
a Pre-Med
he understands
course track
physics in the
way that he
because, in
does.” In the
the future, she
end she loved the
would like to
class and got a 5
enter medical
on the AP test.
school at a
In hopes to
prestigious
spread a little
institution
wisdom, Agata
and become a
says that gaining
doctor. As to
Elizabeth Allen
her achievements
what kind of
doctor, she remains uncertain. is all about focus and mind
set. “If you say that you
Agata recalls that the hardest
can do it, then you will get
course in high school she had
there,” she says. She says that
ever taken was AP Physics
with Dr. Luddy. She did
she learned to tune out any
kind of distractions which
not quite grasp what was
happening until about middle also helped with studying.
Focusing and actually
of second semester. “For
listening and
some reason,” she says, “up
continued on page 3...
until that point in time I was
Rosie O’Brien

dedication, and perseverance
that were needed to earn
For the last fifty years on
these honorable titles. Though
graduation day, Northwest
the title of Valedictorian
Catholic High School
and Salutatorian mainly
(NWC) has recognized two
acknowledges the student’s
graduates for their
grade point
extraordinary
average
through
academic
their four
achievements and
years, both
honored them for
young ladies
their outstanding
have also
efforts throughout
demonstrated
their high school
excellence
careers— these
through their
students are known
many hours
as the Valedictorian
of sports, arts,
and Salutatorian.
and volunteer
In this 50th
Agata Harabasz
work.
anniversary
Agata Harabasz is our next
year of Northwest Catholic
school valedictorian, and she
High School, we as a school
has done well in earning that
community are proud to
tremendous title. For sports,
recognize our two newest
Agata is currently playing
honorees, Agata Harabasz
varsity tennis and earlier this
and Elizabeth Allen. Both
year she was on indoor track
have worked very hard to
as a thrower. She used to
arrive at this point, and both
play volleyball Freshman and
will be acknowledged for
Sophomore year as well.
the endless hours of work,
Kevin LeBlanc

By Dan Pitruzzella

“How To Succeed in Business” Shines in the Spotlight
By Phoebe McGrath

Kathleen Connelly
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has changed over these fifty
foil Finch’s plans at company
of Man,” truly shows that
years, with improvements
leadership. Although on stage everyone in the play is in a
This year’s spring musical
and changes. Such changes
starred exciting dance
in the musical including
numbers, harmonious ballads, the new casting of Daniel
Radcliffe, parallel to the
changes that occur at school.
The spring musical never
ceases to entertain, with 42nd
Street’s, exciting tap numbers,
and Little Shop’s suspensefilled story line and “How
to Succeed” delivered in
all categories. The musical
follows up-and-coming
businessman J. Pierpont
Finch (Junior Dan Lusardi)
as he climbs the company
Ryan DeFranzo achieves every employee’s dream of getting the
ladder all the way from the
last cup of coffee on the job.
mailroom to the head of the
board. Rosemary, played by
during the performance,
“brotherhood”. Adrian Hatch,
freshman Olivia Fenton, is
everyone looks professional
who played the head honcho,
Abbie Reed poses before a scene the love interest to J. Pierpont
and business-like, off stage
J.B. Bigley, disagreed though.
change.
(Ponty), taking part in Ponty’s the cast is one big family
When asked what his favorite
journey from the bottom
and everyone is friends with
song was, he answered “Paris
and a love triangle that kept
of the company to the top.
each other. As Dan Lusardi
Original, of course.” The
the entire audience on the
The cast also consisted of
says, his favorite part of the
entire cast shone including
edge of their seat. “How to
sophomore Ryan DeFranzo,
spring musical is “all of the
the promiscuous Hettie
Succeed in Business
new friends” that LaRoux, played by junior Sara
Without Really Trying,”
he has made.
Ball, and the charming Smitty,
the Dramateurs
This sense of
played by senior Sarahselected musical was,
friendship is also Lynne Brown. With a large
needless to say, a
seen in the cast’s
crowd each night, the entire
hit. Not only was the
general choice
weekend of performances
musical exciting, but
for favorite song. was indeed successful. This
also perfectly chosen.
When asked,
success did not come without
“How to Succeed”
Dan Lusardi,
much hard work. Two weeks
is in fact celebrating
Abbie Reed,
before the show, the entire
its 50th anniversary
and multiple
cast was at school late nights,
on Broadway, just
chorus members
nailing each dance number,
as Northwest is
all said that
song, and line to make sure
Olivia Fenton, as Rosemary, sings her heart out on stage
celebrating its 50th
“Brotherhood of
that each performance was
during her musical debut.
anniversary as a
Man” was their
as successful as the last. The
learning institution. This
who played Bud Frump, the
favorite song. This song at
entire cast showed that with
aptly chosen musical pays
antagonist to Ponty. Frump,
the finale with all the actors
hard work any one can go to
tribute to how much society
throughout the play, tries to
on stage, “Brotherhood
the head of a board.

2012 - 2013
Student Council
Announced
We are pleased to
announce the Student
Council officers for the
2012-2013 school year:

President:
Walter Hansen
Vice President:
MaryKate Bourdon
Secretary:
Emily Kearney
Treasurer:
Ian McCarthy
Congratulations to these
hardworking students. We
look forward to a fun and
productive school year.

Thank you Mr. Callahan
for 21 years of
excellence!
We will miss you next
year.

NWC
Dear Delilah
Dear Delilah,
Summer is fast approaching
and my parents recently informed me that because of the
economy my family is not going on any vacations this summer. They also told me that I
am not allowed to do any of
the sports camps I normally do
every summer. I am very upset
and worried that without
attending these camps; I will
lose all my skills and won’t be
able to play at the varsity level.
What should I do?
From,
Stuck at Home
Dear Stuck at Home,
This problem is common
for many people. Because
of the economy, many
families are trying to cut
back and save up for things
that are really necessary.
So if you normally go on a
beach vacation every summer, instead try going to
the beach for a day trip. If
you can’t go to a camp, try
getting a group of friends
together to play basketball
in the park. This way you
will be able to spend time
with your friends and also
improve your game. I hope
this helps!
Sincerely,
Delilah
Dear Delilah,
Now that I am sixteen; I want
to find a summer job. I really
want to earn my own money,
but I am not sure if jobs will
hire me because I am young
and not qualified. My parents
also tell me that it is hard to
find a job now because the
economy is not doing well and
jobs are scarce. I am not sure
where to look or what hours
I want to work. I am so lost!
Help me!
From,
Unemployed Teen
Dear Unemployed,
I think getting a job is a
great idea! It teaches kids
responsibility and independence. I would first try
and see what local stores
or companies around you
are hiring that way the job
would be close by and easy
to get to. You also need to
decide what you like to
do. If you find a job that
you enjoy, your job feels
less like work. As for being
under qualified, yes you
are, however, many local
jobs are looking for young
people to train. I would recommend working at an ice
cream place or a little café
because it would not be too
crazy, but it would be good
work experience. Good luck
with your hunt!
Sincerely,
Delilah
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Letter from the Chief Administrator
“The love of a single heart can
make a world of difference.”
― Immaculee Ilibagiza, Left to
Tell: Discovering God Amidst
the Rwandan Holocaust
In October, before Storm Alfred redirected everything, we
all had the opportunity to be
present for a talk by Immaculee Ilibagiza. I know that our
year is divided into “before”
and “after” Storm Alfred,
but I sincerely hope that the
lessons we could learn from
Immaculee’s story and even a
more importantly from her as
person, will stay with all of us
for the rest of our lives.
The story of Immaculee’s
survival is riveting, but it is
also inspiring because of the
power of faith and prayer that
helped make her survival possible. Only God’s intervention
prevented her from becoming
another statistic in a horrible
massacre. While I hope that
none of us ever faces that
type of situation, we can learn
from Immaculee that never
giving up and becoming in
touch with our spirituality
through prayer and the Bible
can help us in any difficult
and challenging situation.

Immaculee’s loving heart has
made a difference everywhere
she goes and we can learn
from her.
Our seniors are about to embark on a new stage of their
lives – one filled with excitement, wonder and a certain
amount of nervousness. In
a new living environment,
you will need to keep your
values straight, make good
decisions and take advantage
of the great educational opportunity you have. Prayer
and a faith community at
college can be a huge help
to you and I hope that you
find your way to the Campus
Ministry house, the Newman Center or a local church.
Keep an open heart and mind
to welcome new people into
your circle of friends. You can
make a world of difference by
how you treat people and by
standing up for what is right.
Juniors, remember when everyone told you how important this year was going to be?
Well, it is almost over – next
year you will have benefit of
your hard work to impress
college admissions officers. In
the meantime, you can also

change the world with a loving heart by making sure that
you do all you can to unify
your class and by reaching
out to the incoming students.
It is truly amazing the effect
that one person can have and
you are each capable of being
that one person.
Sophomores, how will you
live out Immaculee’s message? You are now almost
half way through high school.
There are surely people
whom you have not gotten to
know well or whom you have
avoided. Take your loving
heart and reach out to people
and by getting to know them
you will enrich their life and
yours. Step up and be a leader
for good – promote healthy
activities among your friends.
Freshmen, the year is winding
down and soon you will be
well established high school
students, part of the heart
of the school. How will you
reach out to new students
next year who may be nervous just like you were last
Fall? Did you make the best
of your opportunities this
year? How can you improve
as a student and a person next

Letter from the Editor in Chief
I made it. I have finally
reached graduation, the culmination of my high school
career. These are the days I
have been working so hard
for over the past four years.
Every research paper, every
essay, every math problem
has all been for this moment.
As much as I have looked
forward to this, it is very
bittersweet. As a junior last
year I did not understand the
seniors when they tried to
explain how bittersweet this
time of year is, but now, as a
senior myself, I finally get it.
As graduation nears, I tend to
look back on everything that
has happened at Northwest
and I can’t help but feel nostalgic for all the good times
we have shared here.
It is scary to think that next
year, all the friends, relationships, and reputations we
have developed over the
past four years will be gone.
We will no longer be the top
dogs. We will no longer be
role models for freshmen to
look up to. We will no longer
know the inside scoop of the
school. We will no longer be
able to rely on our previous
achievements to help us get
by. We must start all over
again and work our way back
up the educational ladder.
Instead, next year, we will be
the little fish in the big pond
with hundreds or thousands

of other kids who are in the
same position as we. We will
be those kids who hurriedly
walk around with a campus
map anxiously trying to find
their first class so that they
get there on time. We will
be those kids who wake up
extra early before class to try
to look presentable at their 7
AM class. It’s all a learning
process.
Without a doubt, I am going to miss so many things
about Northwest Catholic. It
is going to feel odd to walk
through the halls or around
campus next year, not knowing and saying hi to virtually
every person that walks by. I
am going to miss Mr. Callahan’s dance announcement
and the look he gives when
we are being too loud before
Mass. I am going to miss
Mr. Cusson’s subtle jokes
and his Maryland accent. I
am going to miss the senior
patio and the senior section
in the cafeteria. I am going
to miss all the pasta dinners
and bagel breakfasts with my
teammates. But most importantly, I am going to miss
my friends and classmates
whom I have seen every day
for the last four years. Those
are the people who have truly
made my Northwest Catholic
career so great. I can’t imagine graduating with any other
group of people.

This class has done exceptionally well in the classroom
academically, and on the
athletic fields or courts athletically. I love our school spirit
and how we all support each
other in all that we do. The
Belly of the Beast has become
one of the many highlights
for me as I look back over
my high school years. There
is something about the Belly
that makes everyone come
together, no matter if you are
friends or not, to cheer on the
basketball team. Everyone
is in it together. I will never
forget the chants or excitement of those games. I can
only hope that next year I will
experience the same kind of
community feeling that is so
prominent here.
Lastly, I would like to thank
Mrs. Montoney and the newspaper staff. Although at times
it can be extremely stressful
and frustrating, I have loved
every minute of it. Sophomore year, when I joined the
newspaper, I remember being
very nervous about being able
to handle all the work and
getting it done on time. I can
see that same anxiety in the
faces of the new staff members this year. I would like to
wish them all the best of luck
next year as they continue on
the Passages tradition, but
remember that I am just a
phone call away.

Mrs. Williamson
year? This summer, consider
making the time to perform
service for others – your loving heart can make a world
of difference to someone who
needs assistance or a smiling
face to help them with their
daily activities.
No matter what anyone says
to you and no matter how the
media portrays our society,
never, ever give up on doing
good and loving people. The
world is a better place for all
the good we all do together.
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Salutatorian, Liz admits
that she did not achieve this
prestigious title easily. In
fact, the hardest course in
her high school career, she
says, was her junior year
trigonometry/pre-calculus
class, taught by Mr. Shugrue.
Though the work was hard,
she pulled through in the end.
The advice she can give to
others who find themselves
in a situation similar to hers
in junior year is that, “It’s
all about time management.
If you focus on what has to
get done for school and do it
efficiently, you’ll have plenty
of time to do the things you
like to do, such as sports and
hanging out with friends.”
As another word of advice,
she says that’s “it’s also about
knowing what your teacher
expects.”
These two students are two
examples how hard work and
dedication can truly go a long
way. Though the school has
many impressive individuals
who help give the name,
“Northwest Catholic High
School,” the well-known,
prestige “ring” it has had for
fifty amazing years, these two
students bring that name to
new heights. Congratulations
ladies and good luck to you
both in your future careers!

NWC Drops for the Cause

By Molly McDonald

Northwest Catholic High
School hosted its second
blood drive of the 2011-2012
school year in the Stosuy
Gym on March 16, where
students and teachers alike
united to make a difference.
The school partnered with
the Red Cross, which was
founded in Switzerland to
help injured war victims, but
now functions as a worldwide
disaster relief program. The
Connecticut Chapter of the
American Red Cross, besides
holding blood drives, has also
assisted in such disasters,
The Red Cross makes sure to
be prepared for these types
of disasters by keeping an
adequate blood supply at the
ready, yet without volunteers,
their mission would be
impossible. Less than 38
percent of the population of
the United States is eligible
to give blood, as donors must
be healthy, over the age of
17 and weigh a minimum of
110 pounds. However, over
43,000 people are in need
of blood transfusions every
day. Blood is necessary for
people with a wide range of
ailments. Anemia, which is a
condition causing a deficiency
in red blood cells, is the most
common cause for a blood
transfusion; however, the
amount of reasons a person
may need blood is extensive.
Cancer patients also can
require large, sometimes
daily blood transfusions
throughout chemotherapy

treatment. The process of
having blood drawn is fairly
simple, and on average
the actual procedure takes
between 10-12 minutes, with
a typical donor giving about
a pint of blood. According
to the American Red Cross,
“One donation can help
save the lives of up to three
people.” Blood drives
organized by the American
Red Cross are anything but
rare. Each year, the Red Cross
holds over 200,000 blood
drives at easily accessible
locations such as schools,
churches, and community
centers. The drives are also
held at specific donor centers,
over 5 of which are located
in New England. Any type
of holiday season known for
large amounts of travel and
physical activity increases
the probability of accidents
and therefore the need for
blood. Statistics show that
25% of the population will
require a blood transfusion at
some point during their lives.
Northwest Catholic is proud
to be known for coming
together as a community,
and this aspect of the school
was clearly displayed by
the turnout of the drive.
Lisa Huston, who assisted
at the drive, commented
“Giving blood is important,
and it’s nice to see the kids
participating in something
so positive.” As always the
blood drive was a huge
success and we look forward
to next year.

By Colleen Riley

the Immersion, each member
was split up into different
groups and was involved in
various types of community
service. On Wednesday night,
we all gathered to spend
time with students who
were members of the Youth
United for Survival (Y-US) an
organization in Hartford. At
Y-US, we spent time playing
games and trivia with the
students who go to the Y-US
house every day. After having
dinner with the students, we

The ACTS Class Urban
Immersion occurred March
14th through March 18th. The
Immersion was one of the
most memorable activities
of the ACTS class. Going
into the Immersion, Mrs.
Gillespie kept reminding us
to constantly have an open
mind and to remember that
our mission was to save
others and make an impact
on the life of others. Everyone
understood
what she meant
because we all
had to step out
of our comfort
zones and into
our courage
zones. During
these five days,
the ACTS Class
lived at Sacred
Heart Church
in Bloomfield,
CT starting on
This semester’s ACTs class has a memorable
Wednesday,
immersion.
March 14
after school.
left to return to Sacred Heart.
Throughout the five days
On Thursday, we were split
there was no access to
up with different jobs, six of
television, computers,
us went to the Gengras Center
internet, phones, or cars. The
in West Hartford, four went
mode of transportation for
to St. Cyril and Methodius
the trip included the City
School in Hartford, and
Bus or the NWC Minibus.
the remaining four went to
Having to wake up earlier
Covenant Prep. We all met
than usual to catch the first of
up again at the Catholic
many city buses was difficult;
Worker that night. Friday was
however, everyone adapted
another day where we were
easily and got used to how
all spilt up again at St. Cyril
the system works and even
& Methodius, a soup kitchen,
felt comfortable taking the
bus. During the five days of
and the Gengras Center. That

night we participated in and
led the Stations of the Cross
at Mrs. Gillespie’s parish.
Saturday was a very fun day
for the ACTS class and the
NWC community. Half of the
class took six children from
the Catholic Worker Program
to the Championship Hockey
game while the other half
lent their muscles at A Hand
Up, delivering furniture to
those who have just moved
into an apartment. After
holding a St. Paddy’s Day
Dinner for the residents of
the Catholic Family Services
Group homes for adults who
have mental and physical
disabilities, the ACTS
class put on white shirts
and cheered for the boy’s
basketball team at Mohegan
Sun. Sunday was a perfect
day to end the Immersion
by attending Mass in the
morning, cleaning up Sacred
Heart, and was finished with
a beautiful prayer service.
Caitlin Spalluto said, “Going
into the Immersion I had
hesitations, but the way we all
came together as a class and
all the fun we had helping
others was priceless. I will
never forget all the people
I met and am so glad I had
the opportunity to be in
this class”. The Immersion
was truly an eye opening,
insightful, and transforming
experience that the class will
always take with them for
the rest of their lives. This
class will certainly be missed
next year as well as the trip
experiences.

NWC Music Groups Shine at Jazz Night

By James Jordano

Jazz Night. It’s a night of
entertainment, a night of
musical passion, a night
of soul. It’s a special event
when the jazz artists of
Northwest Catholic come
together to entertain in an
uptown environment. Taking
place on May 12th starting
at 7:00 P.M, the event has
been sold out for the last
four years, just showing the
love the Northwest Catholic
community has for music.
The talent for playing music is
no less. There is never a drop

music from fast paced and
working hard with this night
foot-tapping to smooth, slow,
in mind. The best can surely
and emotional, from jazz
be expected from these artists.
ballads to funk charts. This
Besides music, Jazz Night
year, directed by Mr.
Luddy, the Big Band
played pieces including
“Oop Bop Sh’Bam,”
“Get Me to the Church,”
and “Salt Peanut.”
The Jazz Ensemble is
directed by Mr. Selig.
It will play songs
including “Fowl Play,”
“My Funny Valentine,”
Sean McDonough ‘14 and James
and “Jericho.” The
Jordano ‘15 prepare to play.
Jazz Choir, directed by
Mr. Avery, will play “All
will offer a silent auction.
of Me,” “Sway” (sung by
Featuring extravagant prizes,
Junior Abbie Reed), and
it is the perfect option to bring
“On the Sunny Side of the
something special home from
Street” (sung by Freshman
such an exciting evening.
Olivia Fenton with the Jazz
Elegant desserts and coffee
Ensemble). From knowledge
was also be offered. Enjoy
of previous concerts and
delicious gourmet treats
competitions, these groups
while swaying to the music.
definitely shined. Jazz Night
Overall, the night was truly
showed these groups after an
have something for everyone
entire school year of practice,
in the audience. The man
dedication, and pure jazz.
that helped make this night
This event is truly the peak
run so smoothly, Mr. Luddy,
of the musical year. Similar
describes Jazz Night as, “A
to athletes training for their
swanky evening set in a
state tournaments, these
1950’s style cabaret setting
musicians practice for this
atmosphere, displaying
night. The musicians gathered Northwest Catholic’s best jazz
weekly to practice diligently;
musicians, including desserts,
coffee and a silent auction.”

Sean Murphy ‘13 plays the
saxophone.
off in any of the three groups.
Three groups perform at Jazz
Night: the Big Band, the Jazz
Ensemble, and the Jazz Choir.
Each provides a variety of

Jenna Jordano

continued from page 1...
participating in class helps
with memorizing the course.
In the end, Agata is always
surprising with what she
remembers just from listening
in class.
Elizabeth Allen, this year’s
Salutatorian, has strived hard
to earn her title. Aside from
mentally working hard in
school, Liz is also well known
for her physical achievements
as a Varsity member of
both indoor and outdoor
track. She demonstrates her
impressive abilities through
a number of extracurricular
activities. In just her senior
year alone, she became an
editor of the school paper, a
member of freshman contact
the calculus club, and senior
class treasurer. The list does
not end there, however. When
she is not in the familiar high
school hallways, she is out
working as a volunteer for
the Bristol Challenger and
a volunteer in the Physical
Therapy Department at the
UCONN Health Center. Liz
plans to attend Northeastern
University in Boston,
Massachusetts as she strives
to become a pediatric physical
therapist.
Though she may be this year’s
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When in Rome... Do as the Northwest HILL Class Does
By Elizabeth Allen
“Ciao!” “Gratzie!” These
expressions almost seemed
to roll off my tongue after
spending ten days immersed
in the culture of Italy. Whether it was along the waterways
in Venice, on top of the Duomo in Florence, in the mountaintops of Assisi, or in the
Vatican Square in Rome, these
two words alone allowed me
to survive interacting with the
people of Italy. Each city we
visited had its own highlight,
teaching us how the people
of Italy present themselves in
their daily lives, and allowing
us to discover the many ways
that Italian culture is both
similar to and different from
that of Americans.
Each of the four cities we
visited presented different
opportunities for making
lasting memories. In Venice,
the highlight had to be the
gondola ride. It was a unique
way to explore the scenery of
the city, was super relaxing,
and allowed what I had only
seen in movies and on television to become a reality. In
Florence, the highlight for me
was the climb to the top of the
Duomo and the rewarding
view. It was amazing to be
able to capture all of Florence
from one point in the sky. The
sight was breathtaking. The
highlight of Assisi was the
hike we made to the top of
the mountain and back down
again. The hike reminded
us of the one we took on the
camping trip over the summer and how even though
we, in reality, were all sore
and tired, kept each other
going with our laughter and
friendship. The view from
the top of the mountain was
one of our favorite scenes in
all of Italy, and it really led to
an appreciation of the beauty
of nature. In Rome, the bus
tour at night was the perfect
way to end the trip. All of the
places we had toured during
the day seemed so much more
striking at night. The bus tour
really brought us all together
on our last night in Italy, and
we were even able to catch a
glimpse of a movie they were
projecting on the Colosseum.
Although these four events
stand out as some of the
highlights of the trip, every
moment was a valuable and
unforgettable one. It was the
experience as a whole that left
us with new knowledge and
perspectives.
Religion plays a significant
role in the Italian culture. This
was evident from the first
Church we toured in Venice,
to the fact that we stayed

at a hotel run by a convent
in Rome. In every city we
toured, there were a number of stores that sold either
only religious items or had
religious items on display as
part of their merchandise. The
largest buildings in the cities
were elaborately designed
churches, and religious monuments decorated the streets
and plazas. It seemed as if
the Italians used the extravagant décor of their churches
as a means of worship. Also,

many of the paintings and
sculptures that we encountered in the various museums
displayed religious figures
and scenes. One surprising
thing was that the Mass we
attended at the Duomo was
shorter than a typical Mass in
the United States. However,
it contained all the same aspects, and it allowed us to feel
a connection to back home.
Additionally, the people
sitting in front of us were
from Australia, a fact that we
discovered during the sign of
peace. The sign of peace was
a gesture that was known
among all of us, because of
our common Catholic faith.
This experience proved that
religion, particularly Catholicism, is a universal reality and
something that can connect
people of different cultures.
Assisi was a very quiet and
peaceful city. Although this
was mostly due to the fact
that it was secluded from the
hustle and bustle of the rest

of Italy by its height in the
mountain tops, it was almost
as if the silence was symbolic
of the reverence for all the
religious aspects and places
there.
We came across many differences between the culture
of Italy and the culture of
the United States, some of
which we were fascinated by
and others that were more
frustrating. To begin, the
Italians treat what we know

as “lunch” as their largest
meal and eat it later in the
afternoon, waiting until 8:00
to eat their “dinner” which
is a smaller meal. The portion sizes of the meals at the
restaurants we attended were
much more controlled than
the portions served at American restaurants. Also, fast
food places were not situated
on every street corner as they
are in America. However, it
brought back feelings of home
every time we saw an occasional McDonalds. The food
the Italians served was not
too different from American
meals at Italian restaurants.
However, I discovered that
Italians like to cook with a
lot of olive oil, as everything
seemed to come with this
ingredient, either made with
it or having it served on the
side.
One of the things we found
most frustrating about the
Italian way of life was the

bathroom situation. First off,
many of the restaurants and
shops did not have separate
bathrooms for males and
females, but rather both genders used the same facilities.
The public bathrooms were
separated for gender, but
there was a fee to use these
bathrooms in many places.
Another thing that was inconvenient was that the Italians
do not let people use the
bathrooms at their restaurants
or shops unless they purchase

a meal or an item there first.
One of the things I found
striking was the road system in Italy. In some areas
there were no stop signs or
streetlights controlling the
traffic. There existed no signs
to direct pedestrians as to
when to cross the street, and
drivers did not give the right
of way to pedestrians. This
was frustrating and could
be dangerous at times. One
of the transportation differences that amazed us were
the waterways in Venice.
It was so interesting how a
city could be constructed on
water. It was amusing that on
trash day, a barge filled with
trash bags floating down the
waterways served as what
we know as garbage trucks
in the United States. It was
amazing that people travelled
everyday by water like we in
America would travel by car,
and as soon as they stepped
out their front door they were

faced with water.
A positive cultural difference
that we perceived in each of
the cities was the great appreciation for art that the Italians
had. We were able to tour art
museums and galleries unlike
any in the United States. The
architecture and artwork that
ornamented the churches and
government buildings was
outstanding.
Along with the many differences in the Italian way of
life from that in the United
States, were several similarities. One similarity would be
the Catholic religion. For most
of us, religion has been an
important aspect in our lives.
This seemed to hold true for
most of Italy as well. Traveling by buses and subways
made us feel as if we were
in New York City or Boston.
Similarly, the performers in
the city square in Rome who
gathered crowds of interested
spectators around them made
me feel as if we were in an
American city.
On the first day we were in
Florence, they had set up for
a marathon run which passed
by the front of our hotel. Also,
while we were riding the bus
through Rome, I witnessed
a track meet that was taking place. These two things
showed the similarity in interest of athletics and sporting
events such as distance running and track and field that
exists in both Italy and the
United States. One thing that
was intriguing was discovering well known American
movies and books written
in Italian on the shelves in
the Italian bookstores. This
showed that Americans and
Italians enjoy the same fiction
novels and romantic comedies.
I would travel back to Italy in
a heartbeat. I had never been
filled with awe at such scenery. The food was delicious,
and the fact that there was a
gelato shop at every corner
made it impossible not to
have a sweet treat available at
all times. The historical sights
filled me with a feeling of
wonder and significance. The
architecture and art, whether
displayed in a museum or as
part of the extravagant church
buildings, were creations that
I would not be able to see
anywhere else. The Catholic
symbolism everywhere allowed me to become immersed in my own religion
and develop a greater appreciation for it. I would recommend a trip to Italy to anyone
and hope that someday I will
be able to return. Ciao!
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Northwest Catholic Seniors Choose Their Colleges ... And Their Futures
Elizabeth Allen.......................................................................Northeastern University
Tiffany Allison.........................................................Manchester Community College
Marcus Andersen.............................................................Central CT State University
Joseph Anquillare................................................................University of New Haven
Nicholas Armetta................................................Wentworth Institute of Technology
Megan Auletta...........................................................................University of Hartford
Megan Austin............................................................................Quinnipiac University
Loren Baczewski..................................................................University of Connecticut
Megan Baker......................................................................................Boston University
Rachel Barrachina..............................................................................Skidmore College

Kathryn Beaule.........................................................................................Ithaca College
Haleigh Beckerman...........................................................College of William & Mary
Bridget Begley..................................................................Eastern CT State University
Gina Bettencourt..........................................................Pennsylvania State University
David Blackwell......................................................................Salve Regina University
Stephanie Boccuzzi...................................................................University of Hartford
Devon Bodey...................................................................................Merrimack College
Paula Bompane..........................................................................Monmouth University
Mason Brown.....................................................University of Louisiana at Lafayette
Saralynne Brown.......................................................................University of Scranton
Margaret Buda...........................................................................University of Hartford
Brian Butler.............................................................................................Boston College
Tyler Calitri........................................................................University of Rhode Island
Lucien Cance.........................................................................................Nichols College
Caroline Carew...............................................................................Providence College
Anthony Carter....................................................................................Endicott College
Mariamma Chaluparambil................................................University of Connecticut
Yannick Chevannes.................................................Manchester Community College
Cory Christina....................................................................Worcester State University
Cathleen Collins.................................................................................Lesley University
Caroline Connal..................................................................................Stonehill College
Kathleen Connelly...............................................................University of Connecticut
Taylor Craig...................................................................................Saint Joseph College
Caroline Davenport.......................................................................Syracuse University
Mary Deneen.............................................................................................Bates College
Alexx Dennis.....................................................................Eastern CT State University
Allison Denton.....................................................................College of the Holy Cross
Emily Desmarais..................................................................University of Connecticut
Marissa DiBella..........................................................................University of Scranton
Angela DiFrancesco.................................................................................Ithaca College
Madeline Domingo...........................................................................Wheelock College
Melissa Donnelly......................................................Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Robert Donohue............................................................................Assumption College
Erin Dowd.....................................................................................Assumption College
Rachel Duncan..............................................................................Assumption College
Daniel Errico........................................................................University of Connecticut
Brian Farley....................................................................................Fordham University
Christian Farrell...................................................................................Endicott College
Jack Ferrell..................................................................George Washington University
Stephanie Figueroa..............................................................University of Connecticut
Francesca Flynn..................................................................................Wheaton College
Christopher Freund...................................................................................Bard College
Madeleine Gauthier..................................................................Monmouth University
Sydney Golic........................................................................University of Notre Dame
Meghan Grabowski...........................................................Plymouth State University
Brennan Graham.........................................................................Duquesne University
Jasmine Green............................................................................................Elms College
Matthew Greenwood...............................................................University of Vermont
Larry Grijalva.......................................................................University of Connecticut
Samuel Haflin...................................................................Eastern CT State University
Grace Hallinan.........................................................................Wake Forest University
Agata Harabasz...................................................................University of Connecticut
Conor Hardy..............................................................................University of Vermont
Alexis Harris.................................................................................University of Tampa
Henry Hayes...................................................................................Providence College
Cedric Henderson...............................................................College of the Holy Cross
Jaqueline Hernandez....................................................................................Undecided
Katherine Higgins...........................................................................Champlain College
Elijah Hilliman........................................................ Manchester Community College
Wesley Hopkins..................................................................University of Connecticut
Tyler Huffman.................................................................................... Clark University
Samuel Hug...................................................................York College of Pennsylvania
Lulin Huo................................................................................Northeastern University
Jung Woo Hwang..............................................................................Boston University
Nicholas Italia...................................................................................Bentley University
Emily Kapral......................................................................Brigham Young University
Kerry Kearney.....................................................................Franklin Pierce University
Meghan Kelly............................................................................Mercyhurst University
Caitrin Kiley................................................................................Seton Hall University
Kayla Kilgore.........................................................................Susquehanna University
Stephanie Koldras.....................................................................Quinnipiac University

Pauline Koniecko...........................................................................Keene State College
Ryan Kosha.............................................................................Northeastern University
Stephen Kozak................................................................................Providence College
Christopher Laffin........................................................................Fordham University
Kevin Langan..............................................................................Seton Hall University
Trevor Lathrop.......................................................................University of Oklahoma
Logan Lawson.....................................................................................Williams College
Cara Ledwidge................................................................................Manhattan College
Ariane Leuenberger..........................................................................Boston University
Marcel Lewis........................................................................University of Connecticut
Zachary Lewis..................................................................................Hofstra University
Muhuan Liu........................................................................................Miami University
Jalen Lollar.....................................................................Southern CT State University
Kaitlyn Love...................................................................Southern CT State University
Christopher Lynch............................................................................Boston University
Susanna Mahoney......................................................................... Keene State College
Catherine Marshall..............................................................................Bethany College
Anthony Massaro...........................................................................Springfield College
Kathleen McCormack........................................................Plymouth State University
Cailyn McDonnell...............................................................University of Connecticut
Brian McGowan...................................................................University of Connecticut
Nathan McKenzie...................................................................................Boston College
Juck Mee.........................................................................................Saint Joseph College
Dillon Meehan...............................................................................Assumption College
Morgan Mencio.........................................................................................Dean College
Lance Morgan...............................................................................University of Tampa
Alexander Mortillaro...................................................................Villanova University
EmmaKate Mortillaro.......................................................................Loyola University
Mark Mossberg......................................................................Northeastern University
Emily Mowel................................................................................College of Saint Rose
Christian Murphy...............................................................................Butler University
Thomas Murphy...........................................................................Fordham University
Amanda Myers..................................................................Roger Williams University
Samantha Myers......................................................................................Fisher College
Jennifer Nuhfer...........................................................................Seton Hall University
Leanne Oleasz.................................................................................Providence College
Elizabeth O’Neill............................................................................Providence College
Ma Re Oo.......................................................................................Saint Joseph College
Yuning Pan.................................................................................Saint Louis University
Sean Patel..............................................................................University of Connecticut
Collin Paternoster.....................................................................................Dean College
Dylan Petersen....................................................................................Roanoke College
John Peterson.............................................................................Saint Louis University
Alexander Phibbs.........................................................................Campbell University
Daniel Piette...............................................................................Marywood University
Brian Poirier..................................................................................Princeton University
Ronald Poole.....................................................................................LaSalle University
Matthew Pranaitis......................................................................Seton Hall University
Kristen Reilly.....................................................................................Loyola University
Colleen Riley................................................................................Duquesne University

Maleek Riley....................................................................Western CT State University
Kassandra Robertson.......................................................Central CT State University
Cassie Rocha.........................................CUNY/John Jay College of Criminal Justice
Jessie Rocha.....................................................................Western CT State University
Samantha Russo................................................................................Boston University
Olivia Rustic.......................................................................................Bryant University
Paige Salerno..............................................................Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Katherine Schwartz......................................................................Assumption College
Hannah Scobee..........................................................................University of Scranton
Taylor Selig...........................................................................University of Connecticut
Hannah Shea......................................................................................Loyola University
Maebh Sheelan..........................................................................Dublin City University
Rebecca Sierejko..................................................................University of New Haven
Sebastian Skarba................................................................. University of Connecticut
Adrianna Soldevila...............................................................................Nichols College
Caitlin Spalutto....................................................................College of the Holy Cross
Andre Stephanou..................................................................Berklee College of Music
Andrew Stephens.................................................................................Tufts University
Ryan Strid......................................................................................Villanova University
Kathleen Tanguay.........................................................................Assumption College
Kywane Thomas......................................................................................Rivier College
Eleni Tsagdis.....................................................................Central CT State University
Jessica Tyler.......................................................................Central CT State University
Tanner Vaughn............................................................................University of Denver
Katherine Velazquez........................................................Central CT State University
Sarah Visintainer...............................................................University of Rhode Island
Christopher Volg................................................ Massachusetts Maritime Academy
Cara Watts.......................................................................................Champlain College
Aaron Wilson............................................................................ University of Hartford
Michael Wine.............................................................................University of Scranton
Ryan Yazdik...................................................................................................Undecided
Sung Young Yoon...................................................................University of Maryland
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The 2012 Prom Court is:
King
Brian Poirier
Court
Thomas Murphy
Elijah Hilliman
Stephen Kozak
Queen
Taylor Selig
Court
Kathleen Connelly
Stephanie Boccuzzi
Becca Sierejko
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The 2012 Prom Court is:
Prince
Joe Doyle
Court
Jon Walker
Anthony Ravosa
Adrian Hatch
Princess
Sarah Gillespie
Court
Kelly Weiss
Jacqui Denver
Alyssa Reaves
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Class of 2012 Looks Back at a Fantastic Four Years of High School
“The amazing people I won’t
be able to see on a daily
basis.” – Katie Beaule

If you could go back in time,
is there anything you would
have done differently?

“The wraps.” – Cassie Rocha

“Not torn my ACL.” – Rachel
Duncan

“Baseball and the Belly of the
Beast.” – Kevin Langan

“Made a men’s volleyball
team.” – Andre Stephanou
“Taken different classes.” Leanne Oleasz
“My sophomore year in
general.” – Katie Beaule
“Worked harder freshman
year.” – Ryan Kosha

Kathleen Connelly

“Remembered my
dictionary in Ms. KeatingMcKeon’s class.” – Katie
Tanguay

“Track.” – Rachel Duncan
“Dramateur family and the
music trips.” – Joe Anquillare
“Basketball.” – Kwyane Thomas
“The community.” – Mike
Wine
What aspect of NWC won’t
you miss leaving behind?

What was your most
humiliating moment in
high school?

“Getting through
Mrs. Juda’s Honors
Sophomore English class.” –
Michael Wine
What is the most important
thing you have learned in
high school?

“I walked into the wrong
classroom…twice.” – Chris
Laffin
“My friend pulled my desk
and I fell on the ground
during class.” – Eleni Tsagdis
“I got pantsed on field day.”
– Kevin Langan

“Summer assignments.” Mike Wine

“NWC baseball 2012.” – Mike
Wine

“The extreme heat in warm
months of the year.” – Tanner
Vaughn

“When the auditorium would
go crazy whenever I was
called down for football or
pep rallies.” – Jessica Tyler

“It doesn’t matter how good
you are or how smart you are,
at the end of the day we’re all
the same.” – Logan Lawson
What is the best advice
anyone has given you?

“Freshman year Christmas
concert.” – Katherine Velazquez

“Have a game plan.” –Michael
Wine

“Golf state championship.” –
Ryan Strid

“Work smarter, not harder.” –
Jessica Tyler

Alexander Mortillaro

“Not having a full week of
school.” – Cassie Rocha

“Don’t clog the freshman
hallway, drives people nuts.”
– Kevin Langan
“Balance- study hard but
don’t be afraid to have fun
and try something new.” – Liz
O’Neill

“Do your work…quickly.” –
Andre Stephanou

“Mr. Callahan’s infamous
dance announcement.” – Liz
O’Neill

“Never chew gum in Ms.
Keating-Mckeon’s class.” –
Taylor Selig

“How to tie a tie.” – Trevor
Lathrop

What was your most
memorable moment?

“Homework.” – Ryan Strid

“Do college planning early.” –
Katherine Velazquez

“I don’t get embarrassed.”
–Jessica Tyler

“Prom.” – Caitrin
Kiley

“Do your homework.” –
Katherine Velazquez

“Qualifying for
Nationals with
Francesca, Jenna
and Sarah.” –
Rachel Duncan

“You can’t change other
people.” - Caitrin Kiley

“The ceremony for
National Honor Society.” Yuning Pan

“Mr. Cusson.” – Leanne Oleasz
“Mrs. Metzler.” – Logan
Lawson
“Dr. Luddy.” – Caroline
Carew

“Playing four years of
high school football.” –
Jessica Tyler

“Detentions.” – Eleni Tsagdis

“The clock being three
minutes behind.” – Katherine
Velazquez

What teacher from NWC
would you like to have as a
college professor?

“Making Honors
Breakfast.” – Joe
Anquillare

“Study, it actually works.” –
Rachel Duncan

What can you always count
on at NWC?

“Don’t let senioritis start
freshman year.” – Joe
Anquillare

“Getting accepted to
college.”– Caitrin Kiley

“I broke the office’s key in my
locker when I tried to unjam
it.” – Leanne Oleasz

“Those sweaters.” – Liz
O’Neill

“Life’s tough, get a helmet.” –
Katie Tanguay

Kathleen Connelly

“Pizza in a Box.” – Trevor
Lathrop

“My volleyball team going
from a 4-win team to going to
the state championship this
year.” – Caroline Davenport

“Don’t procrastinate.” – Eleni
Tsagdis
“Do what you love, and love
what you do.” – Katie Beaule

“Passing Algebra I.” – Andre
Stephanou

What advice can you pass on
to incoming freshmen and
underclassmen?

What accomplishments are
you most proud of?

“Pay attention.” – Emily
Kapral

“Mr. Fitz.” – Nick Italia
“Mr. P.” – Eleni Tsagdis
Quote one thing you
know by heart:

“Of course it is happening
inside your head, Harry, but
why on earth should that
mean it’s not real?” (Harry
Potter Movies) - Haleigh
Beckerman
“Your poor mother.” (Mr. P)
– Caroline Carew
“That is the end of
announcements. Teachers you
may dismiss your class.” - Joe
Anquillare

In what ways have you
changed since ninth grade?

“Carol never wore her
goggles. Now she doesn’t
need them.” - Taylor Selig

“Deeper voice.” – Trevor
Lathrop

“Life’s short so love the one
you got.” - Tanner Vaughn

“Straightened my hair.” –
Caroline Davenport

“Once upon a midnight
dreary, while I pondered
weak and weary.” - Katie
Tanguay

“I have straight teeth.” –
Rachel Duncan
“Three inches taller.” – Andre
Stephanou
“I turned into a
photographer.” - Kathleen
Connelly
If your life philosophy could
be expressed on a bumper
sticker, what would it be?

“Please make sure you’re in
proper uniform before you
head to your A period class.”
- Andre Stephanou
Name one trivial thing you
learned in high school:
“The quadratic formula.” –
Trevor Lathrop
Government/politics. – Ryan
Strid
“E = mc2.”
– Caitrin
Kiley
Kathleen Connelly

“No air conditioning.” - Taylor
Selig

Kathleen Connelly

What will you miss most
about Northwest Catholic?

“Do what you love!” – Emily
Kapral
“Don’t worry, be happy!” Alli Denton
“Love what you do and never
work a day in your life.” –
Mike Wine
“Don’t worry about it.” –
Caroline Carew

“A dime
has 118
ridges.”
– Joe
Anquillare

“The
human head weighs 9
pounds.” – Katie Tanguay
“Always go the extra mile
to go to the bathroom by the
Mortensen.” – Caroline Carew
“How to make ice cream with
liquid nitrogen.” – Taylor
Selig
“There are more kangaroos in
Australia than people.” – Jess
Tyler
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Point-Counterpoint: Are Apple Products Useful or Overrated?
When Steve Jobs started
Apple Inc. in 1976, the world
was changed forever. From
the first personal computer
to the iPad, the technology
in Apple products has
revolutionized the world
as we know it. Schools and
hospitals in particular have
found ways to incorporate
iPads into their curriculums
to improve efficiency and
results. The use of iPads in
the classroom is exciting
for educators and students
alike. Since coming out in
2010, iPads have been
used everywhere from
kindergarten reading
circles to high school
physics classes. The
opportunities are
endless. Using any one
of the thousands of
iPad apps, students can
practice their math facts
with flashcards, read a
book, look at diagrams
of organs, or publish
a story. Additionally,
students can improve
their typing and writing
skills with various
applications. This is a great
opportunity because students
receive individualized
learning and can work at their
own speed. An elementary
school in Maine provided

iPads to kindergartners to
use in the classroom. Within
months, students who used
iPads were scoring higher
on literacy tests and were
more enthusiastic about
learning than students who
did not use one. iPads have
proven to be a very useful
tool that will continue to
adapt and change to better
serve students’ and teachers’
needs. iPads have also found
an important place in modern
medicine. Patients, doctors,
nurses and medical students
have found ways to use the
iPad to make their work
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By Annie Berning

simpler and more efficient.
In hospitals and private
practices, Electronic Medical
Records (EMR) have become
increasingly popular, due, in
large part, to the ease of their

use on the iPad. Doctors can
pull up a patient’s complete
medical record, review their
medical history, and see all
of their medications within
seconds. They can then edit
their records with updates
from their appointment and
prescribe medication with
a touch of a screen. Medical
residents at the University of
Chicago were given iPads to
use while treating patients
and reported that, when using
them, they became much
more efficient and prevented
patient care delays. iPads are
great for situations where
doctors have to quickly
update patient records
because they are portable.
They do not have to find a
workstation; they can do what
they want while standing
at the patient’s bedside. No
matter what the situation
is, those in medicine benefit
from iPad use in hospitals and
doctors’ offices. Our world as
we know it has been changed
by the advances brought on
by technology, specifically
Apple’s iPad and iPhone.
In the future, the ease and
availability of these products
will continue to transform not
only hospitals, offices, and
schools, but also individuals’
lives, which is why Apple
products are so innovative
and great.

Cntrpnt: Is it a Rotten Apple?
By Jenna Jordano
It is easy to be consumed in
various Apple products such
as the iPod and the iPhone
but these devices are not
truly necessary. Take the
iPad for instance; it is
appealing to the eye, but
performs the same tasks
as the Kindle, as well as
the typical cell phone
or MP3 player. Apple
does a commendable job
marketing their products
by its appearance. Their
products look easy to
use in addition to their
attractive thin smooth
outside. As much as
products like the iPad
look easily accessible, they
are quite cumbersome. Using
a standard cell phone or MP3
player is easier in terms of
fitting in a pocket rather than
a large iPad that needs a bag
to carry it. Another example is
movie watching on the iPad;
the viewer must hold the iPad
throughout the whole movie
keeping it at the proper angle.
It is much simpler to have a
television. What this company
is trying to do is take people’s
money by making the client
purchase specific music, apps,
movies, and television shows
only for the Apple products
that perform the same task as
a non-Apple product. A major

put-off to Apple products
is the price. These products
are extremely expensive,
with the new iPad starting at
$499. While its competitors
such as the Kindle starts
at just $79. The price does
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Pnt: Apple Technology is a Beneficial Innovation

not seem to deter people
from spending outrageous
amounts of money. There is
no reason to spend over twice
the amount of money on an
iPad when there are suitable
options for much less money.
People have grown to believe
that if they have an Apple
product such as an iPad they
are considered to be “cool.”
Although people want to stay
up-to-date with the latest
technology, these products
are not needed. It is pointless
to spend valuable money on
new products, such as Apple,
to just keep up with everyone
else for a product that is
unnecessary.

Summer Olympics 2012 Bring the Anticipated Excitement to London
Shawn Johnson of the United
States is thought to be the

ness and always feels at home
whether she s on the beam,

best gymnast in the world.
She doesn’t let her small size
stop her. Previous Olympians
say, “She doesn’t know how
good she is.” Johnson never
seems to show her nervous-

vault, or floor. Usain Bolt of
Jamaica has the perfect name
that describes what he does:
sprinting. Bolt is the fastest
man in the world, nicknamed,
“The Lightning Bolt.” Stand-
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It is one of the most-watched
events in the world; the ultimate test of physical strength.
With the first Olympic Games
starting in Greece around 800
B.C., over two thousand years
later the tradition lives on.
Composed of the best athletes
the world has ever seen, the
Olympics measure strength,
ability, and talent, along with
determination, courage, and
perseverance. This summer

third time, beating out Moscow, New York City, Madrid,
and Paris. Many of the games
will be held at Olympic Park.
There are numerous athletes
to watch for all of the different sports. One of the most
famous athletes of all time,
LeBron James of the United
States, is one of them. He led
his team as the top scorer in
the NBA and is one hundred
percent sure that he will bring
home a hoops title for the
country that gave birth to the
game. LeBron has
been to the Olympics before; therefore, he knows
the expectations
that he will face.
Michael Phelps of
the United States
is one of the most
gifted swimmers
the Olympics has
seen. In his last
appearance at the
Olympics, he took
home seven gold
medals. His body
is incredible at
getting rid of lactic
acid, which results
in soreness. His enormous
wingspan helps to propel him
swiftly through the water.
The sport with the youngest athletes is gymnastics. At
the young age of just sixteen,

the Olympics are being held
in London, and the opening ceremony is on July 27,
2012, running until August
12, 2012. London is hosting
the modern Olympics for the

ing at 6 ft. 5 in., he has world
records in the 200 meter, 100
meter, and 4x100 meter. He
has given sprinting a whole
new look at the age of only
twenty-one. Many of the
athletes competing this year
are under a lot of pressure, many defending titles
they had won in Olympics
in Bejing. But more than
anyone, Liu Xiang of China,
a hurdler, is no stranger to
nervousness and expectations. Xiang won China its
first gold sprinter metal in
Athens. Along with basketball star Yao Ming, the two
make up a dynamic Olympic duo. His name literally
means “to soar” in Chinese.
Lui’s officials and doctors
say that if he couldn’t win a
gold medal, all his previous achievements would
become meaningless. An
insurance company has
valued his legs at $13.5 million. Many people believe
he’s even more famous
than the prime minister.
Although he has incredible
competition, his teammates,
coaches, and country are
expecting gold. Don’t miss the
opportunity to watch some
of the best athletes the world
has ever seen compete at the
Olympics.

MCT Campus

By Gabrielle Giangreco
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Inside Out: Mark Mossberg, Colleen Riley, Mrs. Turley, Aaron Wilson

Colleen Riley: I used to be a
ballerina (until I was 11).
Aaron Wilson: I like poetry.
Mark Mossburg: I have
an album on iTunes that I
recorded in my basement.

MM: Beats by Dre
headphones.
What would be your
personal theme song?

Who or what always makes
you laugh?

TT: “Good Day Sunshine”The Beatles.

TT: My twins Aidan and
Bryce.
CR: Dr. Luddy and basically
every Honors Physics class
this year.

MM: “First Breath after
Coma”- Explosions in the Sky.
What would your first action
as President of the United
States be?
TT: I wouldn’t want to be.

AW: I would be Luke the
custodian because that’s my
boy!
Rose O’Brien

CR: Resign.

Aaron Wilson
AW: Mr. Carlson (fella).
MM: The internet.

AW: Make everyone keep
shoes on at all times! I hate
feet!

CR: It’s a tie between “Stomp
the Yard” and “Step Up”.

CR: Pay for college and both
my brother’s and sister’s
college loans.

AW: “Project X”.

If the whole world were
listening, what would you
say?

TT: You catch more bees
with honey.

AW: Ambition is priceless.
It’s something that’s in your
veins.

Kevin LeBlanc

CR: Never regret. If it’s good,
it’s wonderful. If it’s bad, it’s
experience.

Mrs. Turley

TT: The Bourne movies, there
is so much action.

MM: “Surfs Up” surfing
penguins has to be the trump
card for movie plots.

MM: Close out of the pop-up

What annoys you the most?

TT: Why do kids have to die?

What three things could you
not live without?

TT: People who drink and
drive.

CR: Why do bad things
happen to good people?

TT: Friends, family, diet
Pepsi.

CR: Loud/obnoxious gum
chewing and people who
don’t use blinkers.

AW: Sup?

MM: My guitar, my

AW: People who chew gum
with their mouth open or
people who try and talk to me
when I have headphones on.

MM: If the whole world were
listening, what would you
say?
If you could have only one
food for the rest of your life
(assuming that this strange

TT: Boston Red Sox.
CR: Boston Bruins.
AW: New York Yankees.
MM: US Foot Bagging Team.
What would be the title of
your autobiography?
AW: Don’t follow my
footsteps, make your own.
MM: Sleep is for the weak.
What magazine do you
always look forward to
getting in the mail?

What is your greatest
ambition in life?
TT: To be a good mom.

AW: To become a
professional baseball
player.

If you could ask God any one
question, what would it be?

If you could
manage any
professional
sports team,
what team would you
choose?

MM: Comedian Louis
C.K., I would be laughing
to myself all day.

CR: Smile, laugh, and be
happy.
MM: This is awkward
because statistically you can’t
understand English right
now.

MM: My
basement
recording
studio.

AW: Will Farrell, he’s
hilarious.

CR: To have no regrets, to
live life to the fullest, and
to be happy.

and keep scrolling down.

AW: My phone, baseball,
candy.

MM: Arizona Iced Tea.

TT: If you don’t have
anything nice to say, don’t
say it!

MM: Do nothing, and
everything will be done-Lao
Tzu.

CR: Family, food, and music.

AW: Brown sugar pop tarts.
Obviously.

CR: Any baby/little kid
under the age of two
because I don’t remember
my thoughts at that age and
I’ve always wondered what
they’re thinking/trying to
say.

TT: Take a vacation with my
family.

What words of wisdom do
you live by?

CR: Nutella and graham
crackers.

What movie could you watch
over and over again, and
why?

CR: Phil (Ty Burrell) or
Cam (Eric Honestreet) from
Modern Family because they
are hilarious and I would die
laughing.

MM: Bear Grylls. I would be
on TV!

TT: Chocolate.

If you could hear what
someone is thinking for a
day, who would you choose,
and why?

What would be the first thing
you would do if you won 10
million dollars?

AW: Throw it up everywhere,
make it rain. Then, of course,
pick it up.

Mark Mossberg

MM: Take a nap, then quit. I
wouldn’t trust myself to run a
lemonade stand, much less a
country.

TT: I would want to be by
myself so I could enjoy the
peace and quiet.

AW: The squad and of course
Carter is included.

CR: Narragansett, RI because
I love the ocean/beach,
so really
anywhere near
the ocean.
AW: Florida!

AW: “Hey There Delilah”Plain White T’s. Yup, I said it.

CR: Senora Barrett because
she has the best jewelry and
so that I could actually speak
true Spanish, not Spanglish.

If you were stranded on a
desert island, who would
you want to be stranded
with, and why?

TT: Switzerland.

CR: “Bring It All Back”- S
Club 7.

If you could be anyone else
at Northwest for a day, who
would you be, and why?

MM: Mr. Avery so I could
own the finest collection of
sweaters the world has ever
known.

situation would not affect
your health), which food
would you choose?

MM: To do something
actually worth saying
“#YOLO” after.
Who is your hero, and why?
CR: Katniss Everdeen because
she is fearless, strong, and
doesn’t care what people
think about her.
AW: My mother because she
has always been there for me.
MM: Bea Sharp. He kicks
clouds.
If you could live anywhere
in the world, where would
you live?

Kevin LeBlanc

Mrs. Turley: I would love to
be on Survivor.

iTunes library, and, most
importantly, an internet
connection.

Kathleen Connelly

What would people be
surprised to learn about you?

Colleen Riley
TT: “In Touch.”
CR: “Women’s Health.”
AW: “East Bay.”
MM: “Hacky Sack
Aficionado. “
What random fact are you
most proud to know?
CR: One in five thousand
North Atlantic lobsters are
born bright blue. Imagine
going to eat at Red Lobster
and instead you get a blue
one!
AW: You can’t lick your own
elbow.

Passages
Baseball Bats for Victory

Bristol Eastern, where in
all three games, Northwest
went to double digits in runs.
Northwest’s baseball team
“Our coaching staff has been
has been one of the most
preaching that solid defense
exciting teams to witness for
and pitching will carry us
spring sports this season. The
this season. Through the
team has great senior leaders
first eleven games we have
including captains Alex
been able to make the plays
Mortillaro ‘12, Dan Errico
and throw strikes, and that
‘12, and Aaron Wilson’12,
has contributed to our great
as well as the head coach,
start. It all goes back to that
Cory Carlson. The team has
old saying: ‘defense wins
an undefeated record of 11-0
championships’,”
said Alex
Mortillaro ‘12.
One of the greatest
plays in the season
so far has been the
almost no hitter
from sophomore
Connor Dunn ‘14
against Granby.
He pitched six
Mac Crispino ‘13, Aaron Wilson ‘12, and perfect innings and
Alexander Mortillaro ‘12 get ready.
had only given up a
nominal two hits. That great
as they head into the middle
victory was also from the
of the season with tough
solid offense driven out of
games ahead including East
the entire team. Standouts
Hartford and Newington.
from the season so far include
The team has been seen all
the sophomore trio of Dylan
over the news in rankings
Robinson ‘14, John Arel ‘14,
and also for articles about
their strong pitchers and high and Connor Dunn ‘14, as
well as offensive leaders like
runs. So far, Northwest has
Brenden Fox ‘13, Mike Wine
batted in over 80 runs. They
‘12, and pitcher Crispino ’13.
were recently ranked by the
Northwest baseball has been
Hartford Courant as first in
extremely successful over
the area and third overall
the past years with a recent
in the state. They were also
ranked by the CIAC as first in Class S State Championship
in 2010 and making it to the
the Class S division as well.
quarter finals in 2009. With
Early on in the season, the
the great boost of confidence
team beat Farmington 14-1.
and tremendous skill based
Mac Crispino ‘13 had a great
on their outstanding record,
game, pitching four innings
phenomenal defense and their
with no hits. Crispino, at the
ability to run up the score
Southington game on April
board so rapidly, the Indians
24th, pitched a complete
will be a hard team to beat as
game for the win. Other great
they head on to the Class S
games included Northwest’s
playoffs.
huge wins against Granby
Memorial, Conard, and
Mrs. Murphy

By Matt Marshall

sports

Lacrosse Checks to Win

By Rose O’Brien

Higgins who are mid-fielders,
and Emily Kearney who is a
top scoring attack player. In
the sophomore class, Michy
Medina, Liza Oakley, and
Maggie Rose are defensive
players, and Molly Deneen
and Rose O’Brien play attack.
Freshman Lauren Cenci has
proven to be a valuable player
to the attack line up along
with Jessie Jordano, Shannon
Green, Emily Czajkowski and
Grace Hayes. This year, the
girls hope to win in the state
championship. When asked
about their chances, Captain
Cathy Higgins said, “Our
communication and team
spirit is going to make this
season a good one, winning
is definitely possible if we all
work together.” Northwest
has ten games left in their
regular season and then

The girls’ lacrosse team
started out strong this season.
With some of their toughest
games to begin with, the girls
currently have a 3-1-1 record.
Northwest has a new member
of the coaching staff, Marci
Mullady, who joins us from
Windsor. Like any new coach,
Mullady brought innovative
ideas and lots of conditioning.
The team is saying goodbye
to seniors Taylor Selig, Meg
Grabowski, Kristen Reilly and
Grace Hallinan. Each has her
own unique qualities that add
to the team’s success. Taylor
Selig is known for playing
anywhere and everywhere,
always with a smile on her
face. Meg Grabowski, or
“Grabs,” is a high-scoring
attack player who is famous
for her power twist
braid. Kristen Reilly
is a defender not to be
messed with, she is
always leading on the
field and amicable on
the sidelines. Grace
Hallinan is a midfielder who can blow
by you before you
see her coming; she
Girls’ lacrosse seniors take a photo before
is speedy and always
the game.
finds a way to score a
goal. Captain Grace Hallinan
they are hopefully on to the
‘12 says “We have a lot of
playoffs. Winning would
momentum in the returning
be an incredible way to
players and new talent in
end the seniors high school
the underclassmen.” With
career. “We can beat any
only four graduating seniors,
team as long as we play our
the team’s younger players
game and go 110%,” says
must step up and, of course,
Captain Kristen Reilly. A state
they have. The junior class
championship is one of the
has several talented athletes,
team’s goals that is definitely
including four of the starting
reachable and they hope to
varsity players: Mary-Kate
“Check It” off on their to-do
Bourdon who is a defender,
list for the spring season of
Cathy Higgins and Annie
2012.

Outdoor Track Team Runs for the Championship

The outdoor track team looks
very promising this season.
With the boys coming back
from an indoor Class S state
title and the girls with a
third place finish, things are
certainly looking optimistic.
“We need to make sure
the team does not become
complacent after our victory;
we must put just as much
effort in this season as we
did in the winter to come
out with another win,” says
senior Brian Poirier. The
team began their season
competing in a challenging
meet against Southington
High School and both teams
lost by a slim margin. In
their second meet against
Conard High School, the
team lost again with the
girl’s score of 81-69 and 8763 for the boys. Finally, on
April 24th, the team won
their first meet, beating New
Britain High School by at least
twenty points on both sides.
Competing well were the
girls’ 4x800, 4x400, and 4x100

relay teams, Meg Auletta
‘12 in the 100 meter hurdles,
Francesca Flynn ‘12 in the 100
meter and 200 meter dashes,
Sarah Gillespie ‘13 in the 800
meter and 1600 meter races,
Jenna Jordano ‘13 in the 400
meter dash, Leanne Oleasz
‘12 in the 3200 meter run, and
Stephanie Boccuzzi ‘12, who
won the Javelin. Competing
well for the boys were the
4x800 and 4x400 relays, Galo

and Wesley Hopkins ‘12 had
a victorious day in the field
events sweeping the Javelin,
Shot Put and Discus. This
year, both teams are losing
a combined total of twentyone seniors. For the girls,
they say goodbye to Leanne
Oleasz, Stephanie Boccuzzi,
Megan Baker, Elizabeth
Allen, Kathleen Connelly,
Rachel Duncan, Meg Auetta,
Francesca Flynn, Katherine
Schwartz,
Melissa
Donnelly
and Sarah
Visintainer. For
the boys, they
say goodbye to
Jack Peterson,
Brian Poirier,
Lucien Cance,
Anthony Carter,
Elijah Hilliman,
Yannick
Jared Delane ‘13 wins effortlessly.
Chevins, Nate
Rodriquez ‘13 in the 110
McKenzie, Dan Piette, Cedric
meter hurdle, Jared Delane
Henderson, Ryan Kosha, Jalen
‘13 in the 100 meter and 200
Lollar, Wes Hopkins and
meter dashes, Brian Poirier
Ronnie Poole. While a huge
‘12 in the 800 meter and 1600
portion of the team will be
meter races, Lucien Cance ‘12
missing, the underclassmen
Kathleen Connelly

By Rose O’Brien

sure are prepared to fill their
shoes. Both juniors Sarah
Gillespie and Jenna Jordano
agree that if the team works
together to support one
another and develops their
talent every day, they will
undoubtedly claim another
championship. “After a
strong showing at the indoor
Class S state championships
and with the addition of new
talent and a change in class
we have our sights set on a
banner,” says Captain Meg
Baker. Coach Pat Williamson
has the team outside
everyday training with their
goal in mind in order to field
the best team possible. This
requires not just one or two
super stars, but every runner,
jumper, hurdler and thrower
to give their all every day.
“The will to win and the
desire to succeed is what
makes us champions,” says
senior Ronnie Poole. Only
four meets left and then onto
the states, where all their
practice and persistence will
pay off. Can they win it? Yes
they can!

Rose O’Brien
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Fore!

By Lindsay Dombrosky
Both the Northwest Catholic
Boys’ and Girls’ golf teams
came into the season with the
high goals of going to states.
For the girls, Mr. Przech, the
new golf coach, is loved by
the team. “It was an easy
transition to our new coach.
Mr. Przech really tries to
help us improve our games,”
said Captain Hannah Shea.
He has been a track coach
for 12 years and made the
smooth transition to the
girls’ golf team this spring
season, starting it off with an
undefeated record. His fellow
coach is George Connor, the
golf professional at Gillette
Ridge Golf Course. The boys
are coached by Mr. Fletcher
and Dr. Luddy. Both teams
are small, but they consider
themselves a big family. The
girls’ golf captain is Hannah
Shea ‘12. The boys’ captains
are Brian Butler ’12 and Ryan
Strid ’12. These captains
exemplify leadership as they
guide their teams to states.
When the team is asked
about what they are looking
forward to this season, they
all say “going to states.”
Success has been evident on
the teams so far. The girls
are 6-0. Captain Hannah Shea
‘12 recently medaled against
Glastonbury with a low
score of 47. Sadie Martinez
‘13 started the season off by
breaking the home course
record against East Catholic.
Caroline Davenport ‘12
medaled in the Wethersfield
meet with a score of 44.
Samantha Russo ‘12 has
also helped motivate the
team, to many victories. The
boy’s record is 9-0. Another
leader of the boys’ golf team,
Stephen Kozak ’12, comments
on the season, “The team is
looking very strong, this yearprobably the strongest it has
ever been. I see another state
championship falling into
our hands.” High medalists
for this season are Alex
Phibbs ’12 and Brian Butler
‘12, even in rainy conditions.
Additionally, Ryan Strid
‘12, Tyler Huffman ‘12, and
Thomas Murphy ‘12 represent
the team well at every meet.
The competitive spirit does
not start at matches, but
at practice. Besides this
competition, they are all
supporters of each other and
they hope that everyone does
their best. “Even though we
are competing against each
other it never causes anything
but motivation for all of us
to do well. We are all about
supporting our teammates
and we all want everyone to
succeed,” says junior Sadie
Martinez. The NWC golf
program, including players,
coaches, and supporters-can
look forward to a promising
season. Both boys and girls
hope to bring home a banner
this spring.

Passages
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Girls Softball Battles From Base to Base
The Northwest Catholic Girl’s
Softball team has one theme
in mind as they progress
through their season – doing
the best as they can. Led
by Coaches Kate Mayer
and Lindsay Germain, and
assisted by senior captains
Jess Tyler and Jessie
Rocha, the team
demonstrates true
team qualities. Despite
the small size of the
team, each individual
player has stepped
up to make their own
personal contributions
to the team as a whole.
Not only this, but
the team has also
shown a true sense
of companionship. Captain
Jess Tyler ’12 says, “The team
is really supportive of each
other and the seniors do a
really great job of helping out
the younger girls and helping
them to learn the plays and
improve.” True to Jess’s word,
the seniors have showed very
strong leadership, both on
and off the diamond, creating

a strong group of younger
players. Among these strong
players is Alisha Collazo
’14, who has aided the team
in its defensive success. In
one of the girls’ best games
of the season, they showed
promising talent, finishing
strongly with an impressive
10-1 victory on April 20th.

a strong captain can. The
devotion, skill, and friendship
among the girls have
surely contributed greatly
to their success so far and
will undoubtedly propel to
succeed even further as their
season advances. Although
the girls have only won a
small portion of their games
so far, they have
high aspirations for
the season ahead.
Staying true to
Northwest spirit,
the girls hope to
make it to the State
Tournament, as
they have done
in recent years.
Just last year,
The softball girls anticipate the catch.
the girls made
it to the second
Only two days earlier,
round of the Class M State
the girls won 14-1 against
Tournament, making their
Farmington High School. In
season the best in recent
both games, Kristen Young
years. To repeat last year’s
’13 led the offense with
success, the girls have
several notable plays that
shown and continue to show
led the girls to victory. Also
incredible dedication and
playing exceptionally well
hard work as they persevere
in both games was pitcher
to maintain and improve
and Captain Jessie Rocha ’12,
upon their stellar reputation.
who has led the team as only
This season is promising for
the team.
Mrs. Murphy

By Caroline O’Neill

Tennis Teams Keep Swinging

Kevin LeBlanc

tournament by the end of the
season.” The girl’s team has a
Northwest Catholic Boy’s
6-1 record. Captain Caroline
and Girl’s Tennis Teams
Carew ‘12 says, “Starting the
started their season on a high
season off with half our point
note. The boy’s team, led
players being freshmen could
by captains Alexx Dennis
have gone one of two ways.
‘12 and Andre Stephanou
Luckily for us we have had a
‘12, begin with a 6-3 record.
great start to our season with
The first six games switched
everyone on the team playing
between wins and losses, but
well and we are hopeful to
the three recent games have
keep our momentum going.”
Their one loss was
to Farmington in a
close game ending
with a 3-4 score. The
girl’s captains are
Caroline Carew ‘12
and Caitlin Spalluto
’12. Strong singles
players are Caroline
Carew ’12, Charlotte
Carew ’15, and Anna
Case ’15. Successful
doubles pairs are
Grace Deneen ‘14/
Mary-Kate Rogers ’13,
Gabrielle Giannone
‘15/Rachel Poirier
’13, and Magda
Lenczewski ’13/
Caitlin Spalluto
Charlotte Carew ‘15 returns the serve.
’12. Both teams have
all been wins. Along with the
utilized the talents of new and
captains, James Adamidis
returning players to have a
’13, Tim Dodds ’14, Inigo
positive season so far. Tennis
Rodriquez ’14, and John
can be a long, grueling sport
Adamidis ’15 all consistently
with matches lasting hours at
play well. Captain Andre
a time. The Northwest tennis
Stephanou ’12 feels strongly
teams have overcome this test
about the team’s potential,
of endurance and persevered
“The season has been going
to achieve greatness. Captain
well. The entire team has been Caitlin Spalluto ’12 puts
playing well from our solid
the progress of the season
number one and two spots to
perfectly, “We’ve had a
our new guys that have also
great start to the season with
been a big contribution to
such a young team and the
the team. Everyone has been
future looks optimistic!” Both
doing their part and hopefully tennis teams are having a
we will reach the state
tremendous season.

Lacrosse Fights to Win
By Rani Vance
The 2011-2012 lacrosse season
has been quite a success.
The current record for the
Northwest boys’ varsity team
is five wins and two loses.
The two losses, Ledyard and
New Milford, were really
tough. Both were very close
games. Ledyard is always
a tough competitor for
Northwest, and the team
hopes to be successful next
time around. To start off the
season, the team took their
annual trip to the Seneca
Reservation in western New
York to participate in a
tournament against the native
Iroquois tribe. The team said
they got lots of tips while on
the reservation. The team also
said they enjoyed the killer
game of water polo, and the
bear stew. Mr. Gallagher also
mentioned the native dancing
that they learned while on
the reservation, which he
had personally enjoyed very
much. The team always seems
to enjoy this experience as a
way to start the season off.
When asked about the overall
opinion on this year’s team

Coach Gallagher said, “The
team is good. It’s a young
team. We hope to grow
throughout the season, and to
grow in continuation with the
upcoming state tournament.”
In previous years Northwest
has competed in many state
championships, and plans
on competing again in the
state tournament. When
asked about this year’s team
and season compared to
last year Ryan Donahue ’14
said, “ We’ve had our ups
and downs, but we play as
a team. The team morale
has been boosted since last
year.” Aj Massaro ‘12 said,
“We aren’t just a team, were
a family, more like a tribe.”
Northwest’s most recent win
was against East Catholic. The
final score was 13-9. The game
was exceptionally eventful.
In the first half, East Catholic
was ahead. But in the second
half, Northwest came back
scoring seven goals allowing
them to win the game! This
years team has definitely
started out well, and we look
forward to seeing how the
rest of the season will go.

Athlete of the Season: Meghan Grabowski
By Jenna Jordano

you as a person?

Meghan Grabowski has
been a crucial member of
the Girls Lacrosse team
over the past four years.
She is a top scorer as well
as a role model for all
the under classmen. Her
teammates will certainly
miss her leadership and
talent next year.

It has taught me how to be a
good teammate and how to be
a good leader.
Do you intend to play
lacrosse in college? If so,
what level?
Yes, Division 3 at Plymouth

Do you do other
sports or do you
focus primarily
on lacrosse?
I play lacrosse
year round on
both the high
school team and a
club team. Playing
a sport year round
has helped me
to be a student
athlete.

Meghan Grabowski runs for the goal.

In the off-season, do you
play for another team?
Yes, I play for a club team
in the fall and summer
called Lax Plus.
If you could sum up your
NWC lacrosse experience
in one word, what would it
be and why?
Rewarding. I really feel
happiest when I play
lacrosse and it has impacted
my life in a way I cannot
even describe.
How has your athletic
career at NWC influenced

My teammates. They help
me with my skills and
push me to work harder.
They are always there for
me andcheer me on even
when I am having a bad
game or a bad practice.
Has lacrosse taught you
any important lessons
that you can
apply to the rest
of your life?
It taught me good
sportsmanship
and how to be a
disciplined leader.
It has also helped
me to learn how to
balance different
things in my life
in addition to how
to get along with
all different kinds
of people.

Mr. Rose

By James Jordano
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State University.
What is your favorite part
about lacrosse?
I just love the sport in general,
it brings us close to people we
may not have known outside
of it and it is just overall a
fun sport to play all year,
especially because I have been
playing awhile. Lacrosse has
helped me make many friends
that I intend to stay close with
even though we will be going
to different colleges.
Who has had the most
positive influence on your
lacrosse career?

How has lacrosse
had a positive effect on
your high school career?
It pushed me to get my
homework done and
to keep up my grades.
By doing so, it has
given me excellent time
management.
When did you start
playing lacrosse?
Freshman year.
I would like to say a
special thank you to all the
girls on the team, it has
been a great 4 years and I
will cherish it forever.

